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Abstract: We address in this paper automatic face
verification from 3D (3-dimensional) facial surface
and grey level analysis. 3D acquisition is per-
formed by a structured light system, adapted to
face capture and allowing grey level acquisition
in alignment. The 3D facial shapes are compared
and the residual error after 3D matching is used
as a first similarity measure. A second similarity
measure is derived from grey level comparison. As
expected, fusing 3D and grey level information in-
creases verification performances. The acquisition
system, the 3D and grey level comparison algo-
rithms were designed to be integrated in security
applications in which individuals cooperate.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Although PIN codes and cards have been the only
viable solution for access control till recently, bio-
metric verification appears more and more attrac-
tive considering loss or theft of cards. However, ex-
isting prototypes based on user accepted biometric
modalities such as speech or face still suffer from
limited performances in practical situations. One
way to override these limitations with little addi-
tional cost is to combine modalities [2, 7].

Our approach consists in combining 3D and grey
level clues. On the one hand, 3D facial descrip-
tions bring much information, with little depen-
dence from pose, lighting conditions or makeup.
On the other hand, grey level clues complement
well 3D information. They are localized in hair,
eyebrows, eyes, nose, mouth, and facial hairs, pre-
cisely where 3D capture is difficult and not accu-
rate. It also allows for the integration of skin and
hair colours.

The adequacy of geometrical analysis was sup-
ported by our own experience in building a prac-
tical prototype for real-time profile recognition [3]
and by the success of many profile works [10]. A

facial 3D description brings much more informa-
tion, possibly rotation and scale independent. Al-
though 3D facial modelling for compression and
synthesis as in videoconferencing [13] or medical
applications is not a new field of interest, 3D fa-
cial recognition activities are still weakly addressed
[1, 8, 9, 12] in the literature.

A huge research effort has been devoted to grey
level analysis of frontal face images [10]. Most
of the methods are sensitive to pose and lighting
conditions. Our approach is to use 3D information
to enhance the grey level analysis. First, the ori-
entation of the projected light and the normal to the
surface allow to estimate the albedo, a surface char-
acteristic independent from viewpoint or illumina-
tion. Secondly, the facial 3D coordinates ease the
registration of grey values. Thirdly, face detection
is much easier from range data.

3D capture is usually expensive and slow. From
the design of a structured light system adapted to
facial surface acquisition, we collected 3D descrip-
tions with sufficient quality and facial covering to
perform recognition experiments. The aligned 3D
and grey level data have been captured by the same
equipment, switching the projector on and off.

The next section presents the 3D acquisition sys-
tem. A deeper presentation is to be found in [4].
The acquisition system was tested during the col-
lection of a database, matter of section 3, and
used for recognition experiments. Section 4 in-
troduces several approaches considered to compare
3D facial representations and focuses on the most
promising one. Section 5 explains how grey level
values have been integrated in the recognition pro-
cess. Recognition results are presented in section
6. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. 3D ACQUISITION

2.1. Motivations for structured light

Structured light acquisition systems use the projec-
tion of a known pattern of light (in our case, paral-
lel ’stripes’) to recover 3D coordinates. Compared



to other 3D acquisition techniques [14], structured
light benefits from some interesting properties.

First, 3D acquisition can be very fast. A single im-
age with stripes contains 3D information so that
subject’s motion is not a problem. Secondly, the
additional cost only concerns the projector and its
slide. Thirdly, the projector illumination reduces
the influence of ambient light. Fourthly, switching
the projector on and off allows to acquire volume
and texture information in correspondence.

The drawbacks of a structured light system are its
relative bulkiness and its limited field of depth due
to the camera and projector lenses.

2.2. Set-up

The prototype consists of a normal grey level cam-
era and a projector whose slide was drawn by an
accurate microelectronics process. With an appro-
priate selection of lenses, the field of view covers
30x40 cm at a distance of 1m40, and with 40 cm
as depth of focus, what fulfils the needs for sitting
attitudes in cooperative situations.

As seen in Fig. 2 and 5, the prototype is rotated so
that the face is patterned diagonally by the stripes.
Horizontal striping on the face indeed creates inter-
ferences with horizontal dark features (mouth, eye-
brows, eyes, nostrils). On the other hand, vertical
striping implies a different density of stripes (and
thus resolution) between the left and right regions.

2.3. 3D extraction

Automatic 3D extraction is carried out by stripe de-
tection and indexing. Stripes are detected by hori-
zontal gradient and followed vertically. Their rela-
tive thickness (Fig. 1) is estimated thanks to hori-
zontal grey profiles by comparing the width of the
dark and following bright zone of the stripe. The
binary thickness (thin/thick) of a few neighbouring
stripes suffices to recover their stripe index. The
stripe indices and the x, y image position of points
along the stripes are converted into X, Y, Z by tri-
angulation. Refer to [4] for details.

This implementation is very fast (less than 1 second
on a Pentium 200) while offering sufficient resolu-
tion (more than 2 points per cm in each direction)
for recognition purposes. Background objects are
not captured as stripes get out of focus on them.

3. 3D DATABASE

We created a database to validate the acquisition
system and perform recognition tests (see [5]).

A sufficient number of individuals (120) were
called from the available people likely to stay in our
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Figure 1. Slide for projection

Figure 2. Samples from the database

reach to get long term statistics. Typical complica-
tions present in a cooperative scenario were repre-
sented (spectacles, smiles, head rotation).

Two sessions separated by two months have been
completed with the same 120 people. For each ses-
sion, the individuals were asked to sit and adopt
three different poses (corresponding to central, lim-
ited left or right and up or down). A grey level
image without projection and corresponding to the
central pose was also captured.

Fig. 2 shows four images of the same person, from
the two sessions. Fig. 3 represents 3D reconstruc-
tions from different points of view corresponding
to the left image of Fig. 2.



Figure 3. 3D reconstructions from left image of
Fig. 2

Running the 3D reconstruction algorithm (see 2.3)
on the whole database made us confident in the
overall quality of stripe following, indexing and
background independence. The important source
of acquisition problems concern the glasses (one
third of people wearing glasses had to be rejected)
and beard, hair and eyes which account for a ten of
people rejected out of 120.

4. 3D FACE COMPARISON

4.1. Introduction

When we first addressed 3D face comparison, in
1995, the related litterature was poor. Several stud-
ies [12, 17] concentrated on curvature analysis, but
the noise present in our 3D data prevented us to
work in this direction.

We preferred to analyse the striped images in or-
der to avoid the explicit 3D extraction. Although
considered by some researchers [11, 16], this ap-
proach appeared difficult due to the dependence of
the stripe shapes with the viewpoint.

We thus came back to range processing, trying to
reduce the 3D data to a set of geometrical features.
Although the prominence and the length of the nose
validated the approach, finding normalized features
in other facial regions proved difficult. Moreover,
we were looking for a way to assess the quality
of the acquisition system. We then considered the
global matching of the facial surface.

The global surface matching was carried out by
comparing corresponding profiles extracted from
the 3D representations by parallel planes. The
matching process consists in tuning the 3 rotation
and 3 translation parameters so that the sum of the
distances between corresponding profiles is mini-
mized. Although this optimization was accelerated
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Figure 4. Central and lateral profiles after intrinsic
normalization

by an Iterative Conditional Mode procedure and by
appropriate initial parameter values, the approach
remained slow (about one second to compare two
facial surfaces).

4.2. Central and lateral profile matching

In order to speed up the facial surface comparison,
the 6-dimensional optimization procedure was di-
vided into a 3-dimensional normalization based on
facial symmetry followed by a 3-dimensional pro-
file comparison.

Assuming a vertical symmetry of the faces, three
parameters (one translation and two rotations) can
be optimized by looking for the maximal protrusion
of the central profile and the maximal symmetry of
left and right lateral profiles.

The automatically extracted profiles (central and
mean lateral, average of the left and right lateral
profiles at +3 and -3 cm from the nose) were trans-
formed into local angular values by computing the
slope of the curve between two points sliding along
the curve with fixed distance (4 cm). The angular
curves were compared by the standard deviation of
the angle difference between corresponding points.
Corresponding points are obtained relatively to the
nose reference (the center of the most protrusive
points), allowing for one shift parameter to account
for imprecise nose localization. The 3-parameter
search to match two profiles is thus replaced by a
1-dimensional minimization.

5. GREY LEVEL COMPARISON

5.1. Motivations for grey level analysis

A grey level analysis complements the 3-D pro-
cessing steps performed so far.

3D acquisition problems arise from grey level dis-



turbances such as in facial hairs, eyes, nostril and
mouth. A possible improvement is to avoid 3D ex-
traction in such regions.

Until now, 3D comparison by matching has been
carried out with the sole 3D geometrical informa-
tion. Noise or local minima may prevent from
reaching the optimal solution. The inclusion of
grey level based matching could speed up compar-
ison and reduce local minima by giving more accu-
rate initial conditions.

For face recognition, 3D and texture clues are likely
to be weakly correlated, so that their combina-
tion should enhance performances. 3D matching
mainly concerns areas of the forehead, cheeks and
chin, where grey information is weak. On the con-
trary, grey level features are related to parts where
3D sensing is difficult or inaccurate. A grey level
analysis can also incorporate facial hairs localiza-
tion, and skin, eye or facial hairs colour.

In this paper, we consider the inclusion of grey level
clues to improve the recognition performances, by
an a posteriori combination with 3D comparison
scores.

5.2. Grey level measurement

One way to get grey level values in registration with
3D data is to read between the stripes of the striped
image. This requires no extra image acquisition or
storage and 3D and grey level values are in perfect
alignment. Proesmans [15] proposed a nice method
to do this, although our projected stripes are too
thick to obtain results of a similar quality.

Nevertheless, striped images involve important
light reflections due to the directionality of the pro-
jected beam. Also, the stripes largely influence
grey levels in their neighbourhood. Before trying to
compensate for these effects, we preferred to com-
pare grey level images obtained by switching the
projector off (see Fig. 5). It seems that ambient
light was sufficiently isotropic in grey level images
to neglect corrections for reflections.

5.3. Geometry compensation

We first decided to get a 1-D profile of grey level
values along the central line (passing through the
nose). Because distances between points of a 2-
D image highly depend on pose, we used the 3D
coordinates of the automatically extracted central
profile (see 4.2) to derive a Euclidian indexing of
points along the profile. The definition of this pro-
file (intersection with the vertical symmetry plane)
also calls for a better reproduction than a straight
line on a 2-D image.

Figure 5. Corresponding grey and striped images
from the database

Since the grey image is registered with the striped
image, striped image coordinates of the profile
points were used to get grey level values from the
grey image. To reduce the influence of noise and to
extract more information from eyebrows and eyes,
for each point of the profile, we averaged grey val-
ues from a direction perpendicular to the central
profile (up to 4 cm each side). To include more
information, we later extracted grey profiles from
the lateral profiles obtained during the 3D analysis
(see 4.2). These left and right grey profiles were
summed to increase robustness.

5.4. Grey level compensation

Absolute grey level values are not invariant. They
depend on illumination.

A first compensation was achieved by considering
the local difference of grey levels along the pro-
file. This reduces the dependence of grey measures
on ambient light and reinforces the importance of
the position of grey level features relatively to their
grey values.
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Figure 6. Central and lateral grey level profiles of 2
persons, both sessions

Another compensation should take into account the
influence of the local surface orientation on the
grey level. From the 3D description and a re-
flectance model, one is able to derive the albedo,
a surface characteristic independent of viewpoint
and illumination, and better suited to comparison.
However, the grey images had a rather diffused il-
lumination so that grey levels were used without
correction.

5.5. Grey profiles

The grey level extraction and compensation process
delivers two 2D curves indexed by the signed dis-
tance to the nose reference point (negative towards
chin, positive towards forehead), giving the local
difference (along the profile) of average grey levels
(across the profile). See Fig. 6.

One diagram is related to the central profile, con-
sidering pixels up to 4 cm away from the vertical

symmetry plane. The other diagram corresponds
to the mean of the left and right lateral grey level
profiles.

5.6. Grey profile comparison

The geometry and grey level compensations al-
low the direct comparison of extracted grey pro-
files. However, the nose point used as reference
may suffer from imprecision so that several shifts
(-1cm..+1cm) between profiles were considered.

For each shift, the histogram of the difference of
corresponding profile values is computed. The
minimum value of the mean (for all shifts) of the
95 % lowest bins of the histogram is the distance
measure. Getting rid of the 5 % highest differences
is a way to eliminate spurious or non representative
values.

6. RESULTS

Tables of Equal Error Rates (EER) for recognition
from 3D central and lateral profiles are given in [6].
We will give here results which are useful for fusion
with grey level profiles.

As only one grey level image in alignment with
a 3D shot is available for the two sessions of the
database, the number of false rejection tests are
limited to the number of people. For compatibility
with previous experiments, the first 30 alphabeti-
cally ordered people were retained. As 3D acquisi-
tion errors concerned three persons of session1 and
one of session2, 26 clients (and 29 impostors) were
used in 3D comparison experiments. Grey level
comparisons considered the same population to al-
low combination of results with 3D.

We summarize below the recognition performances
of 3D analysis, grey comparison and their fusion,
for comparison of session2 data with session1. All
figures concern automatic processing of all steps
(3D acquisition, profile extraction and comparison,
and grey level measurement and comparison). Al-
though EER values are sensitive due to the limited
number of False Rejection tests, we see a clear ad-
vantage of combining 3D and grey analysis. The
fusion was realized by a weighted sum of the 3D
and grey scores. Two fusion possibilities arose (see
Table 1): fusing 3D and grey level (2.5 %) or fusing
central and lateral profiles (2.0 %).

Three main causes of errors have been identified.

6.1. Error from representation

Each person is currently represented by one grey
level image with aligned 3D data per session. From



sess2/sess1 3D Geometry Grey level Fusion
Central 12.0 % 10.0 % 5.0 %
Lateral 8.0 % 16.0 % 4.0 %
Fusion 4.0 % 8.0 % 2:5%

2:0%

Table 1. EER for comparison of shot 1 of each ses-
sion, by geometry and grey level analysis

the two available sessions, one was used as ref-
erence and the other for test, limiting to 26 the
number of False Rejection tests. Any important
change in attitude or physical appearance largely
influences the EER. Performances should benefit
from a better representation of the people (several
shots from different situations).

6.2. Error from acquisition

The 3D acquisition from striped images is not per-
fect. This obliged us to reject 4 subjects from the
tests and affects in general the quality of the repre-
sentations.

Grey level values also suffer from acquisition er-
rors. On the one hand, image grey values depend
on ambient light or reflections. On the other hand,
our grey measurement method relies on 3D profile
extraction, subject to imprecision. Due to this, the
3D and grey data are not independent.

6.3. Error from matching

3D comparison is carried out by an optimisation
procedure which can fail due to noise, local minima
or bad initial parameter values. Grey level match-
ing only concerns a shift parameter and is less sen-
sitive to these problems.

6.4. Discussion of the method

The presented grey level analysis was successfully
integrated in the existing 3D comparison method
from central and lateral profiles. First, grey mea-
surements are obtained directly if one disposes of a
grey level image in alignment with the striped im-
age. Under the same assumption, grey normaliza-
tion based on Euclidian distances and surface nor-
mal (for reflection compensation), can be derived
from the 3D information. Thirdly, the grey pro-
file comparison procedure is not critical and the one
presented here benefits from simplicity and quick-
ness. The current implementation takes 0.5 second
to perform central and lateral profile extraction. 0.1
second is needed to compare two faces by the pro-
posed 3D and grey analysis.

As presented in section 5, the simultaneous anal-
ysis of grey and geometrical information could be

further investigated. Grey level measures can help
3D acquisition and 3D profile extraction. Some
gain could be obtained with little effort by compar-
ing 3D and grey profiles simultaneously, using the
same shift parameter.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Face recognition from 3D facial and grey level
clues has been presented. Facial surfaces are ac-
quired by an original, cheap and fast structured
light system. 3D comparison is performed by cen-
tral and lateral profile matching. Grey analysis is
made along these profiles, using 3D information for
distance normalization.

The recognition rates, improved by the combina-
tion of 3D and grey data, supports the approach.
The time latency of 2 seconds to get a 3D rep-
resentation and compare it to the claimed refer-
ence, is compatible with a practical application.
Background removal, rotation and scale indepen-
dence are important assets of the method, and infra-
red projection should further guarantee application
success, offering more comfort for the user and be-
ing more discrete.
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